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DataJockey

Background

Fun and Easy Data Exchange for Social Interaction

Design / Prototype system development / Evaluation:
Akihiko Kodama

DataJockey is a data exchange interface between mobile devices of multiple
participants in a social interaction. Mobile devices are connected as a virtual “Lazy
Susan” round turn table. Data can be shared by rotating the turn table.

In today’s social interaction, participants sometimes try to
share the contents they have in mobile devices such as cell
phone, PDA, MP3 player, and so on. But due to the limited
screen size and data exchange interface, it is diﬃcult to
share the data between devices.

Analysis 1: We become circular when we interact
with others
In our daily social interaction, how do we
arrange? If there is no striction, we can
observe that people arrange themselves
as a circle in order to see others in front
and keep necessary distance to each
other. So if we hand out our mobile
devices, usually it will form a circle. That is
the reason I chose “Lasy Susan” round turn
table as the design of the shared space.

Concept
Shared Virtual Turn Table

Analysis 2: We hide the screen when we see
private data
Jog-dial
An user can turn
the shared table
at his fingertips

Local Data
Can be uploaded
or downloaded
to / from the table

Exchanging the data
by turning the table

Usage: Sharing data in social
interactions
Mobile Device

Switching the visibility of private data:
by changing the orientation

Table rotation
Rotating on
one device

When we see private data, usually we
change the orientation of the device to
see it privately. I used this gesture for
switching the visibility of private data.

In the prototype system, users can share pictures using
DataJockey. Also exchange of contact information in a party
may work. I implemented a simple card game using
DataJockey interface.

Technical note
I developed two prototype systems. First system was
implemented on Sony CLIE PDA using C. In this version,
pictures can be captured using the built-in camera. Second
prototype was implemented on tablet PC using Flash and
Java. In this version, the orientation of the device was
measured using a digital compass and an accelerometer.

Showing
private data

Contribution
As a student of Keio University, I designed the interface,
developed prototype systems and held evaluation.

Switch
Data moves
between devices

Hiding
private data

Results
As a result of user test, we found that appropriate usage of
the shared table increases the amount of speech and
laughter. The research article was published in Transactions
of Information Processing Society of Japan. (Mar. 2004)

MapTop

Background

Digital Exhibition Guide Integrating Map and Augmented Reality

Project organize: Keio University
Direction / Planning / System development: Akihiko Kodama
Technical Support: Masaki Ito / Noriyuki Shigechika /
Hisakazu Hada (All from Keio University.)

MapTop is a digital exhibition guide designed for an open campus of an university.
The number of visitors which shares the interest with the user are overlaid on the
map or as augmented reality to ﬁnd interesting booth. The map view and augmented
reality view can be switched using an intuitive gesture.

In the open campus, more than 100 booth
which presents their research in diﬀerent
ﬁelds. It will be diﬃcult for visitors to
ﬁnd and navigate the boothes that match
their interest.

Analysis 1: The number of visitors that shares
interest
Our solution was to show the popularity of each booth to
the visitors that shares the interest. In the exhibition, a
RFID reader was placed in each booth. Visitors had a RFID
tag and asked to touch the reader at an interesting booth.
The number of the touch of a visitor at the booth was
aggregated to for categories based on the keywords that he
checked in the pre-registration of the exhibition.

Usage
Where to go?

Analysis 2: Switching map and augmented reality

Looking for place
to go

Set the category

When looking around an exhibition, we switch between
two cognitive modes. First is to understand the global
structure of the place. Second is to examine the place
around yourself in relation to your position. MapTop’s
screen shows the top-view map when the device is placed
ﬂat. When the device is turned vertically to be overlaid to
the user’s view, the screen is switched to the augmented
reality (AR) view overlaid to the user’s view.

Walk around
looking MapTop

Usage: Finding an interesting booth

Switching the view: by changing the orientation

When ﬁrst arrived, visitors switch the category to their
interest. Then in the map view, they examine which area is
popular in that category. When arrived to the area, they can
switch to the AR view to ﬁnd out the detailed information
of the boothes around them to decide the booth to visit.

Switching categories

Technical note

Look around:
Augmented reality view

The system is implemented on a tablet PC using Java. 3D
graphics were based on Java 3D. The position of the device
was measured using Wi-Fi signal strength. The Orientation
of the device was measured using a digital compass and an
accelerometer. Also RFID and keywords information were
accessed using SQL database.

Contribution

Switch
Category 1

Category 2

Switch

Look from top:
Map view

Ball size represents the number of visitors
weighted by category keywords

As a student of Keio University, I managed the project,
planned the service, developed the system and provided the
service.

Results
The service was provided in Keio
University SFC Open Research Forum
2005.

Exhibition of Future Train
Project organize: Keio University / JR East Co., Ltd.
Direction / Planning / Space design: Akihiko Kodama
Design / Prototype development: Takayuki Matsumoto (JR
East Co., Ltd) / Akihiko Kodama and members from
Interaction Design Laboratory of Keio University

Train that Knows Who You Are

Exhibition of Future Train is an exhibition held at Feburary 2006. As a collaboration
project of Keio University Interaction Design Laboratory and JR East, the major
railway company in Japan, we studied the future of the train that recognizes who the
passenger is and what he(she) need in the train using the IC ticket. Prototype design
were shown in a 1/1 scale train car model.

Log-o-Motion
Design: Akihiko Kodama
A mobile blogging service which is
connected to the train line. as the train
runs, blog entries ﬂy by in relation to
the train car position.

Gold Seat
Design: Takayuki Matsumoto / Keita
Watanabe
Gold Seat recognizes and opens when
passengers that needs to take a seat
such as elderly, ill, and pregnant
passengers came using Suica as an ID.

Background
The research group of JR East has studied number of usage
of the information technology in the station, but they
haven’t examined the usage of them in the train car.
Therefor in 2006 they contacted Interaction Design
Laboratory of Keio University to do the collaborative
research.

Analysis 1: Variety of people boards in a small
car
From the point of view of space, number of passengers
board on such a small train car. Passengers need to share
the limited resources like space, seats, and information
displays. Thus today’s train car cannot recognize individual
needs of the passengers to provide appropriate resources
and services to them.

Analysis 2: Identification of a passenger using
Suica IC ticket
In Japan, the use of IC ticket called Suica
is popular. Now 30 million people uses
Suica, which covers most of the
passengers of JR East. Our strategy is to
use the Suica to identify a passenger to
know the characteristic of him(her) such as the age, sex,
physical condition, destination, and so on.

Technical note
Suica is based on FeliCa IC technology. Most of the systems
used FeliCa as an ID. To actuate seats and fans, we used
Phidget servo motor.

Contribution
Window Sight

Arrive-at-Clock

Design: Etsushi Takaishi
The window that can be used as an
information display. A passenger can
customize the display temporary by
touching the strap in front of him
(her).

Design: Shingo Fukui
The arrival time to the destinations
are mapped on an analog clock so that
passengers can easily check the arrival
time.

Strap Controller

Democratic Controller

Design: Ayako Ishiyama
There is a small display and buttons on
the strap and passengers can play a
simple game against each other.

Design: Keita Watanabe
Passengers can vote whether he(she)
is feeling the temperature too hot or
too cold. The result of the vote is
reﬂected to the air conditioning.

As a student of Keio University, I managed the project,
planned the exhibition, designed the space and developed a
prototype system.

Results
The exhibition was held at 10th and 11th
of February 2006 and the number of
visitors were 130. Several articles were
published in academic journals and online
news sites. JR East and Keio University is
Now applying for a patent of Gold Seat.

KokoHORE Akihabara
Project organize: Keio University
Direction / Planning / System development: Akihiko Kodama
Field study: Yuri Shimizu (Keio University)
Graphic design: Takayuki Miyauchi (Bumblebee Studio)
Dog doll design: Klein Dytham architecture
Co-operation: Akihabara Electrical Town Organization

Bookmarking the Electrical Town

KokoHORE Akihibara is a mobile guide service designed for the “Electrical town” of
Akihabara. Service users can “bookmark” the shop by shooting a 2-D barcode placed
in shops which joins the service with a cell phone. Bookmarks can be used to remind
the useful shops visited before, or composed as a route map and shared to other
users.

Shop ID barcode

shoot!
Bookmarking the shop
by shooting the barcode
using the phone camera

My routes list
Searching routes created
by other members

Viewing a route as a map

From a recent
visited spot

4-way scroll

From a free word
From tags
Zoom in / out

Akihabara is an area in Tokyo known as
the “Electrical town”. In year 2006, Keio
University and Akihabara Electrical Town
Organization (Organization of local
shops) cooperated to develop town
information system.

Analysis: Difficulty of creating a guide map
Due to the recent redevelopment, number
of visitors from inside and outside Japan
have increased considerably. Thus, the
electric town is consisted of numbers of
highly specialized shops, making it
diﬃcult to create and maintain map
information for new visitors.

Usage: Recording and sharing the “bookmarked”
shops
Using KokoHORE, People who are familiar with Akihabara
can capture the spots they visited for some purpose. Then
they can share that route map for new visitors.
A character of a dog was designed and used to show the
concept of “marking the city”.

Technical note
The system is implemented using Flash lite, PHP,
PostgreSQL and PostGIS.
The map and the spot information in KokoHORE is
managed by proper spatial coordinate and national location
survey. That means extending the service to other area or
other location-based contents is very easy.

Contribution
As a student of Keio University, I managed the project,
planned the service, implemented the mobile web-based
system.

Results
Editing own route

Spots order

Background

Title
Comment

Tags

A test installation was made for 2 weeks
(9th ~ 25th Dec. 2006). 40 shops have
joined. About 50 user accounts were
registered during the test. We held a
survey to 30 users, and conﬁrmed that
KokoHORE helped users understand the
structure of the town, and made the
town more familiar.
Won Mitsubishi Estate Company prize at Keio University
Open Research Forum urban development idea contest.
(Nov. 2006)

asanoha

Sharing Family Memories for Children-Adult Communication

Project organize: Space of Five Co., LTD.
Direction / Planning: Akihiko Kodama
System development: Logosware Co., LTD.
Planning assistant: Etsushi Takaishi (Keio University)
Evaluation: Rikio Chiba (Keio University)

asanoha is a web-based digital memory sharing service combining photos,
handwritings and icons that represents meta data. asanoha is designed to be used on
a large touch screen which is integrated to the house wall.

Startup screen (blackboard)

Blackboard

Family shelf
Book create

Typical usage of asanoha is a digital album or a diary shared
in the family. Any book can be shared to other members,
which can be living in distance. Metadata represented as
icons can be easily extended to data like amount of money
or cooking procedure, turning asanoha into structured
database such as a cache book or a cooking recipe.

Family member settings

Technical note

Toggle to
shared books

The system is implemented using Flash, PHP, MySQL.

Book

Attributes

Height &
weight history

In the process of prototyping design for touch screen, we
noticed that in our living space, the world of children are
limited to the lower area, and higher area is for the adults.
Therefore we layout the access to the functions vertically
depending on who should be able to access it.

Usage: Recording and sharing Experiences

Books

Portrait

Analysis 1: Photos and handwritings helps
children to communicate with adults

Analysis 2: World of children and adults are
divided vertically

Picture mail

Imported
images

Space of Five is an emerging living space
consulting company. They specially focus
on making the children-adult
communication at home rich. We worked
together to utilize large touch screen for
sharing family memories.
The project name “asanoha” means “The
leaf of hemp”, which is a symbol of healthy
growth of children in Japan.

Seen in the study held by Space of Five, objects in the home
such as photos and handwriting drawings let children share
their experience and thoughts to adults. So we designed
asanoha as a service that children can compose such
contents into their own digital book and share them to
families living with or in distance.

Recent updated
books

Family
members

Background

Contribution
As a student of Keio University, I managed the project,
planned the service, found the developer, and deﬁned the
speciﬁcation.

Results
Icons
Navigation &
editing tools

The service was launched on Mar. 2008, and gained approx.
4300 users on Oct. 2008. Also installed to a kindergarten
for a month on trial. Passed the ﬁrst stage of Japan Good
Design Award. Exhibited in Good Design Exhibition 2008.

MirrorChart

Magic Mirror that Records Your Hairstyle

Project organize: Keio University / Figla Co., Ltd.
Direction / Planning: Akihiko Kodama
Prototype so8ware development:
Minako Kubo (Keio University)
Prototype hardware development:
Akitsugu Wada (Figla Co., Ltd.)

MIrrorChart is a prototype of digital image record system that records the ﬁnished
style in the beauty salon. The record can be referred at following visit to help the
consultation process by the stylist and decision making. Also the recorded data can be
referred from home to help customers do the styling at home as the stylist did.

Idle time (showing content)

Background
A glass product manufacturer Figla. Co. is
well known for its high skill of surface
fabrication of glass. Figla and Keio
University collaborated to develop a new
category of glass products combined with
digital technology.

Analysis 1: Digital image record for beauty salon
We started to examine the place that we can suggest new
type of glass. We noticed that beauty salons are places
where high amount of glass (as mirrors) are used.
Also, not much salons today provide record of the haircut
and styling. Thus it is diﬃcult for customers to examine
their style and make decision. If we can provide image
record of the ﬁnished style, such problem can be solved.

Analysis 2: How the system should be integrated
into beauty salon

Screen

Arrival (referring the record)

When integrating the digital image record system for
beauty salons, we should ﬁrst think not to interrupt the
user experience and the atmosphere in the salon. The best
timing to record the image is when the styling is ﬁnished
and the customer is seated in front of the mirror. So we
decided to place the camera behind the mirror. Also mirror
is used as a screen to show the record.

Usage: Recording, referring, and consulting

Placing member’s
ID card

First time the customer has arrived, he gets an member’s ID
card. A8er the styling is ﬁnished, the camera captures the
style and store the data with Member’s ID. Later he arrives
to the salon again, and he can be consulted by the stylist
while referring to his own record. Recorded data can be also
referred from home.
Additionally, there is a version of the system for recording
in the ﬁtting room.

Technical note

Fitting record system (additional)

After styling (capturing the image)
Camera (invisible)

The prototype system is implemented on a PC using Flash
and .NET. We also used Felica IC card for member’s ID.
Surface fabrication of glass for making the camera invisible
and using the glass as screen was implemented by Figla.

Contribution
As a student of Keio University, I managed the project,
planned the service.

Results
The prototype system was developed on Apr. 2007. Now
applying for a patent as the head inventor. Reported in
several TV shows.

Locoscape

Background

Browsing Urban Space in Your Palm

Design / System development: Akihiko Kodama
Locoscape is a browser for location-based contents (LBCs). LBCs are useful on
Location Based Contents: Dokoiku? web service (Recruit Co., mobile, thus the limitation of the presentation ability of small screen is making it
diﬃcult to browse large amount of information. In Locoscape, an user can search
Ltd.)
LBCs around him and browse them easily by zooming in to the details of wide area
using gesture of looking in or looking far away.

Location based contents such as Point-ofInterest information, GeoRSS, geo-tagged
twitter messages and Flickr photos are
widely available. Integrated GPS for
mobile devices are boosting this trend.
Thus maps are diﬃcult to use in the
small screen, and AR interface cannot be
the solution because it can only show the
information near the user.

Analysis : We turn to the direction and look up or
down to see nearby and far away places
Concept
We look up to see far away.If an user is looking at the mobile device at the same
time, the tilt of the device changes in relation to the line of sight.

It is natural to present the information about the direction
we are looking at, but if there are number of LBCs in that
direction, it’s still hard to retrieve the information. I noticed
that the hight of our line of sight depends on how far we
are looking at. Therefore in Locoscape when the orientation
of the devices is near to ﬂat, information about nearby are
shown. And when it’s tilted vertically, point of view in the
screen moves further.

Usage: Browsing urban space
Typical usages of Locoscape are exploratory navigations
such as sightseeing, town walk and visiting museums.
When ﬁrst arrived to a place, user can input a keyword he is
interested. then he can see the wide area map. If he feels
that there are many interesting places in one direction, he
can turn to that direction, and tilt the device to browse
through places.

Tilt navigation
Wide Area Map

Technical note
Detail nearby

Detail mid-range

Detail far away

The system is implemented on Android Dev Phone 1. The
user’s current location is measured using GPS or Wi-Fi base
station database. Orientation of the device is measured
using the electronic compass and accelerometer. LBCs are
searched and downloaded from a web service called
Dokoiku?. Over 10 million POI information is registered in
the service. Screen image is rendered using Open GL ES.

Contribution
As a visiting researcher of Keio University, I designed the
service, developed the system and held a ﬁeld test at
Aomori city.

Results
As the result of the ﬁeld test, citizens in Aomori liked the
overall interface but we found out several issues in design.
An article was published on Mainichi, a major daily
newspaper in Japan, and won the Best Presentation Prize at
Human Interface Symposium 2009, Tokyo, Japan.

3D Graphics Works
Images: Akihiko Kodama

Unlimited Imagination
Since 1993, I worked on 3D graphics. Number of still images, printing designs,
animations including a work for a TV show, interactive art such as a virtual museum,
virtual characters, and so on.

